Light up your garden at night with
our creative lighting solutions.
For more than 20 years, Gardens at Night™ has brought landscapes to life with creative and innovative
outdoor lighting solutions. Whether you’re updating an inner-city courtyard, a country property or coastal garden,
our showroom sales and design consultants are here to help. We can assist you with projects of all sizes; from
selecting the right light for a specific task to developing a detailed lighting plan for your entire garden.
Call now to speak with a
Gardens at Night sales and
design consultant.

Contact Gardens at Night for expert lighting advice.
Cleverly designed lighting helps you navigate safely around your garden and can
transform your garden at night into a magical space you’ll love. Whether you’re
lighting a hedge, driveway, pathway or water feature we can help you with the correct
selection and placement of lights; creating a perfect balance between design, form
and function.
 Using your photographs, landscape plans or drawings we can assist you
instore, by phone or email with a purpose designed lighting concept and quotation.
Contact a Gardens at Night Showroom today.

Contact us to book a
comprehensive lighting
schedule or plan consultation.

Documented specifications offer peace of mind and a quality end result.
For new builds and residential renovations, you can save on time and money when
a documented lighting schedule or plan is provided detailing lighting selections.
Additional services are also available including recommendations for switching,
installation, cabling or maintenance if required.
A lighting schedule or plan also includes a lighting sales and design consultant to
meet with you onsite if required. Alternatively, we can work from your landscape
plans or drawings.
The $150 +GST consultation fee* is redeemable on your purchase of Gardens at Night
light fittings and also includes:
 A one-hour consultation, in person, online or onsite. Metro visits are included.
Outer metro and country locations will incur additional fees*.
 Your lighting schedule or plan and project quotation emailed to you within
5 working days.
 A second appointment over the phone, by video conference or a Gardens at Night
showroom tour, to finalise your schedule or plan (with up to two revisions included).

* To redeem your $150+GST lighting schedule/plan fee, a minimum order of $2500+gst is required. Your order must be confirmed and finalised within 12 months from quotation. If an onsite visit is
required, your site visit is included within Melbourne or Sydney metro areas. Outer metro and country locations start from $85+GST in addition to the lighting schedule/plan fee (depending on the
location). Top image: Landscape design by Meg Geary Gardens. Both images by Jason Edwards Photography.
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